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TRANSFORMATION 

O N E . 
* Master your Mindset + Retrain your Brain 

The alarm clock blares, she snaps the palm of her hand over it with a firm swat! 
“NOOOO!” “Ugh. Why do I have to go to work? Do I have to be a human today?!” Her 
mind starts racing with lists on lists on lists: 

• Oil change needed ASAP 
• Neighbor asked for help with her kids after they got home from school. 
• The bills need to be mailed - TODAY! 

… “Shoot - out of toilet paper…NOOOOO!” 

Ruby shuffles to her closet - Next. Next. Next. Everything in sight appeared to float by 
with disapproval, “I need new clothes…” “I have absolutely nothing to wear yet a closet 
full of clothes, how could this be?!” “Well THIS just SUCKS!!!” She draped her 
slouching spine with the “usual uniform” - jeans, cardigan, tee. “Meh, this will do.” 

Coffee. In my veins. Pronto! This seemed to be her mantra on repeat every day. She 
sipped the overflowing travel mug as she clambered out to her car in disarray - “MY 
TONGUE!!!” - Burnt. 

A typical morning filled with nothing but unconscious self-doubt. This is Ruby. She’s 
just trying to make it from point A to B, but along the way there seems to be a clear 
disconnect… The path to B is spiraling down in to a deep dark hole. 

Ruby is stressed. She has too much on her plate {figuratively and now…literally!} and 
too many people she is catering to. This is creating an environment within her daily 
mindset filled with pure negativity leaving her brain and body, well… “Broken”. 

Stress. It’s the NEW fast food and it’s slowly destroying Ruby’s perspective on life and 
bodily functions. 

Mental Awareness 
1. Positive self talk - How to “Retrain your Brain”. The case of the “Broken Brain” 


• It’s not about what you “can’t do” it’s about what you “CAN” do.


• Take your “weaknesses” and cultivate them as your “strengths”!!! These take practice to train a 
new skill or mindset, but think about this one…jot it down and share why you think it’s a 
weakness…(We will discuss Friday)
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• The issue: A scattered mind + pathless curriculum = no productivity / stress / anxiety - this leads 
to falling in to the trap of indulging in lifeless activities or unhealthy practices only leaving 
you with the feeling of guilt and remorse OR self-destruction.


• The practice for change: A scheduled day with Creative Consciousness - If you only close your eye 
for a  moment and think about something that you are utterly passionate about. Perhaps a 
fond memory as a child. Stream in your imaginative thoughts. It’s like coloring for your 
brain. ; ) - Go ahead and color OUTSIDE the lines!


Healthy Reminders to activate this process:
	 •	 Step outside of your comfort zone - What’s holding you back?

	 •	 Challenge your perspective of the “problems” you’re facing - Are they “problems”? OR 

are they "fears"?

	 •	 Are you preventing “growth” and “transformation” from your perspectives?


1. Start each day with a positive affirmation: “I CAN, I WILL” or “I CHOOSE HAPPINESS” - 
Repeat these words throughout the day. 

• How do you feel before your affirmations?

• How do you feel after your affirmations (Perhaps later in the day)? 


2. Be aware of your “language” - What are you telling yourself? A well-balanced life, a healthy 
life starts with what you “feed” your mind. Yes, you need to nourish yourself with food, but 
you must nourish your mind first with motivational mantras.


• Speak passionately to yourself, practice “Loving Kindness” phrases: “I AM DOING MY BEST” 
- “I AM A LEADER” - “I AM HAPPY” - “I LOVE CHALLENGE”.


2. Fix your stress level - Practice “presence” + Meditation breath work. 

• Stress compromises digestion. Deal with taking control of stress first and all will fall in to place. 

1. Meditation is one of the best ways to shuffle past the noise in your brain and discover what’s 
going on underneath - your core “truth” will unveil and emerge.


2. What you THINK you become:

• The Past = Depression // The Future = Anxiety

3. Live in the NOW. Practice “stillness” + “calm”. 
• The NOW is cultivated in the “breath” 
4. BREATHE. Witness that you are breathing.


1. Schedule an appointment with “YOU”. Each day to cultivate an even stream of 
consciousness… Meditation will be scheduled at the same time every day. No excuses. 
Start with 5 minutes and increase from there to an hour or more.


1. Pick a Practice of Meditation: 
• Primordial Sound Meditation (PSM) - A silent practice that uses a mantra. The mantra 

used is the vibrational sound the universe was creating at the time and place of your 
birth. It’s calculated following Vedic mathematic formulas and is very personal and 
specific to you. Repeating your personal mantra silently helps you to enter deeper 
levels of awareness by taking you away from the intellectual side of the brain.

• Mindfulness-Based Stress Reduction (MBSR) -This technique uses both breath 
awareness and body scan. Breath awareness is as simple as it sounds—you focus 
your attention on the inhalation and exhalation. Body scan is a process of focused 
attention on the physical body starting at the toes and working your way up with 
heightened awareness and the potential for release or relaxation of tension.

• Zen - The goal is to acquire insight through observing the breath and the mind, often at 
times with the use of “sutras” or chanting practices. The goal is to reach complete and 
total “enlightenment”.

http://www.chopra.com/ccl/what-is-primordial-sound-meditation


• Transcendental Meditation (TM) - A seated meditation used to create clarity through 
the use of mantras or Sanskrit words for a focused practice.

• Kundalini Yoga Meditation - Contains specific, tools that carefully and precisely 
support the mind, and guide the body through the use of breath, mantra, mudras (hand 
position), and focus. Particular practices reduce stress, work on addictions, increase 
vitality, and clear and align the chakras.

3. Emotional stability - Are you your best friend or worst enemy? What are you attracting in your 
life by the “mini stories” you are replaying in your mind? Who are you associating yourself with 
on a daily basis?

• The correct relationship stimulations and interactions is the key to productivity towards a place 

of peace.


1. You are not your thoughts - Banish what may have been a common thought pattern 
engraved from the past.


2. Cultivate a “nonjudgemental” awareness within yourself.

3. Look at your relationships with a microscope:

• Are you accepting “negative” energy from others?

• Witness what it feels like to “cut the chord” on those that suck the life-force from you. Do you 

feel Free? Lighter? Stable?


4. Develop inner wisdom - Identify values to transform goals into action.

• The Mind is the out picturing of what is going on in the body.


1. Inner work creates outer results! How do you define your life? What is your “WHY”?

• Why do you do what you do? What makes you wake up in the morning?

2. Live consciously with alert interest. What brings you “JOY”? Do this and the rest will fall in to 

place naturally - Truth within yourself and honoring this will breed the zest you need to live a 
fulfilled life with purpose!


3. Approach uncomfortable situations instead of running away.

• Resistance magnifies pain - Reflection reveals your truth + acceptance to grow.


What is the importance of this step? 
• A healthy state of mental awareness shapes our emotional, psychological, and social well-

being. It affects how we think, feel, and act towards ourselves and towards others around us 
and in our lives. Mental awareness is one of the biggest culprits that determines how we handle 
stress, how we relate to others, and how we make choices - positively or negatively.

How will you feel? 
• Development of positive mental awareness will help you :

• Realize your FULL potential in life - your “purpose”.

• Rationally cope with everyday stresses of life - big or small.

• Work more productively - reduce scattered thought patterns.

• Encourage you to contribute to your community with “meaning”.


Gut + Brain Connection: 
• The gastrointestinal tract is sensitive to emotion. Anger, anxiety, sadness, ecstatic hyperness 

— Every “feeling” can trigger a symptom in the gut. The brain has a direct effect on the 
stomach and the symptoms created within the microbiota. A in turn a person's stomach or 
intestinal distress can be the cause or the product of anxiety, stress, or depression - Hence the 
statement: “Go with your GUT”.



